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Recontly Saundors et a l (1973) have developed an elegant strategy to achieve 
convergence in closed and restricted open-shell calculations whore the traditional 
Roothaan method fails to reach a stationary point on the energy surface because 
of an unpredictable swaping of the orbitals spanning the occupied and virtual 
orbital spaces. This method is known as the level-shifting method. The purpose 
of the present note is to extend the method of open-shell SCF-MO-LCAO calcula­
tions in the unrestricted. Hartree Fook formalism (Amos & Hall 1961) and to 
disouas some of the possible improvements in the methods of implementation 
of the scheme. Some of the general features of the method are also pointed out.
The first order energy change resulting from the independent variations of 
the a and >S-spin orbitals spanning the occupied subspaoea onto the
corresponding virtual sub-spaces can bo shown to be equal to
where,
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where H* and are the apin.polariaed Sam iltonian operators in the molecular 
orbital basis, k sums over the occupied orbital apace and i over the virtua- 
orbital space respectively. For a sm ooth eno'gy lowering, the energy (ianomi. 
natOTA in and must be negative, a constraint that ia eM ily satisfied 
b y  adding fairly large shifting parameteis d. and bf only to the H"it and H*u 
type o f m atrix el^nents (diagonai elementa in the virtual orbital bk>ek) res­
pectively. This condition can be incorporated in the uniestrnted SGF-MO-IXIAO
(X)HF) sohome by oaing the projection operator technique (Huzinaga & Amau 
1971) and H *  and operators in the attmuo orbital (AO basis). Thus if jP»o 
and b& the unahifted UH F Hanailtonians in the AO-basia, the corresponding 
lewl-diiffced operator are given by—
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F * = j “o + ( / - p « ) + 6 , ( / - r « )
F  =  F o + ( l - P » ) + b , { I - P » ) } (2)
where P* and are the one-electron deiidity matricoB correaponding to the 
a- and ^-fipin orbitala and I  is the identify matrix. P* and can then be 
diagonalised, the output vectors (7* and (74 being used to construct the new P*q 
and F^q matrices. ;i
(1) To teat the effioioncy o f the metfiod we have performed a modified 
CIpX)-M O type o f  calculations (Bhattach&ryya & Chowdhury 1976) on the 
^Aiff state o f  ion which displayed random oscillations in the electronic
energy in course o f  an ordinary Roothaan UHF calculation. The shifting para­
meter used is 20 eVs. The results summarised in Table 1 shows the smooth 
convergence achieved.
Table 1. Convergence properties o f UHF and LSUHF calculations on CoFe"^ ^
Total electronic 
energy
^  LSUHF..
Total electronic 
energy 
E vhf  ^
(o.v.)
Number of 
iterations
-9711-2623 -9711-2622 0
-9736-8160 -9708-3376 1
-9736-9326 -9708-2163 2
-9737-1415 -9690-7878 3
-9737-2188 -9674-2634 4
—9737-2603 -9664-2167 5
-9737-2638 — 6686-8368 6
—9737-2707 -9630-9317 7
-9737-2724 -9677-9926 8
-9727-2736 -9028-7066 9
-9727-2741 —9677-6636 10
-9727-2743 -9628-6878 11
-9727-2746 -6677-6406 12
-9727-2746 -9028-6814 13
-9677-6394 14
(2) One general observation made in course o f our work is that for small 
values of the shifting parameters, the stationary points reached on the energy 
surface are quite stable and independent of shifter values. But for large values 
o f theae param etos, say 40 eVs or largei (such large values have, to be used
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frequently), convergence becomes slow and sometimes divergence sets in. 'T o  
correct for this, we are now using modified level-shifted Hamiltonians and 
F f  which converge to the unshiftod Hamiltonians F ,^  and i*,® in. the liiSiit of 
large number of iterations, thereby ensuring the stability of the solution obtained. 
E^lioitly written,
F *  =  y » ,- 12n-«
where m is a small number (0 to 3) and n  indicates the number of iteration l^ing 
done currently. The details of calculation by this technique as also by a reversed 
level-shifting technique in which the occupied sub-space is shifted upward will 
be published shortly.
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